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THE ICE OF THE CENTRAL POLAR BASIN· 
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ABSTRACT. R ecent investigations of the ice of the central po lar basin have been largely done by Russians, and some 
of their results are g iven here. G en eral characteristics of the ice and of the currents and bathymetry of the area are 
outlined . Attention is directed to advances in knowledge in two spheres : the effect of currents and local 
winds on ice d ri ft , and the growth and s tructure of Aoes . T o illustrate the latter, an explanation of the stratification 
of a 3 m. vertical section is quoted . I n conclusion, the prospects of the work cont inu ing, and of its results being 
m ade available, are assessed . 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Neuzeitliche U n te rsuchungen des Eises des Zentralpola rbeckens sind hauptsachlich von 
den Russen unte rnommen worden , und einige ihrer Resultate werden h ier wied e rgegeben. Die Hauptkennzeichen 
des Eises und de r S t rome und die Bath y m etrie des Gebietes w erden auseinande rgesetzt . Es wird die Aufme rksam
keit auf Fortschritte in der Kenntn is zwe ier Sphii ren gezogen: die W irkung von S tromungen und L o ka lwinden auf 
das Eistreiben und das W achsen und die S truktur des Treibe ises . Urn das letzte re zu illustrieren wird e ine Erl iiuter 
u ng der Schi chtung eines 3 m. vertikalen Durchschnittes angefiihrt . Als Schlussfolgerung werden die Auss ichten 
fu r d ie we ite rzu fuhrenden Arbeiten und die daraus erhaltli ch en Res ultate ab geschatzt . 

I NTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned only with the central part of the Arctic Ocean, which will be referred 
to as the central polar basin. This is the region about which least is known. The fringing seas, 
whose northern boundary follows roughly the continental shelf, have been much more closely 
investigated, but the key to the behaviour of the ice found in them lies in the central polar basin. 

U ntil twenty years ago knowledge of the ice in the central polar basin was limited to Nansen's 
investigations in the Fram during her drift across it in 1893--<)6, with some additional evidence 
from the drifts of the J eannette in 1879- 81 and the Maud in 1922- 24. The conclusion was that 
there was a drift across the central polar basin from the vicinity of Bering Strait to the Greenland 
Sea, and that a piece of ice might take three to five years to cover the whole distance. In the last 
twenty years however there has been a remarkable increase in the number of observations (see 
Fig. I , p. 104): first the spectacular Russian north polar drifting station of 1937-38 (now referred 
to as SP- I); then the drift of the trapped S edov in 1937- 40 ; Cherevichnyy's expedition to the region 
of the Pole of Relative Inaccessibility in the spring of 1941 ; and since 1948, a whole series of parties 
landing by air at various points in the central polar basin , and staying there anything from a few 
hours to seve ral years. The short visits were made by the Russian high latitude air expeditions, 
which have taken place probably eve ry spring since 1948, and by the American Project Skijump 
in 1951 and 1952; the longer visits by the American parties on the ice island T - 3 (1952- 54 and 
1955), and Russian parties occupying drifting station SP- 2 (1950-51), SP- 3 (1954-55), SP- 4 (1954 
to the present), SP- 5 (1955- 56), and SP- 6 (1956 to the present). The recent work, then , has been 
very largely Russian, and it is because there is always difficulty in becoming aware of Russian 
work that certain points of interest have been selected for consideration here. 

G ENERAL CHARACTERISTI CS OF FLOATING I CE IN THE C ENTRAL P OLAR BASIN AND FACTORS IN

F LUENCING ITS B EHAVIOUR 

Virtually the whole of the central polar basin is covered by floating ice all the year round. The 
term "arctic pack" is sometimes used to describe this body of old and heavy sea ice. In my opinion 
no such specific term is needed, as the ice here is not different in kind from ice elsewhere; and 
introduction of the term in the sense proposed by the World Meteorological Organisation, as a 
subdivision of polar ice with no regional limitation , seems an unnecessary near-synonym to polar 
ice and would in any case sound odd in the Antarctic . In winter the concentration is always ten 
tenths, but although there is no open water, the ice is not one immense (and therefore immobile) 
fl oe. Movement continues all th rough the winter. In summer the ave rage concentration is probably 
bctween nine and ten tenths; the presence of cracks and leads is noticeable and widespread . 

• Substan ce of a lecture given to the Society on 23 J anuary 1957. 
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Little more is known about the distribution than this. On the outer fringes of the basin, towards 
the continental shelf, a more detailed pattern emerges. It has become clear that each summer 
certain sea areas remain ice-covered while the ice round about melts. These areas of ice are called 
in Russian "ice massifs" [ledyanyye massivy], and the writer has suggested that the corresponding 
English term should be "ice clusters". It will be observed (see Fig. 2, p. 107) that several ice 
clusters noted by the Russians are salients of the main body of ice occupying the central polar 
basin, and they reach far enough south to affect shipping. This, of ·course, is the most immediate 
practical reason for studying the ice of that basin. Presumably there are more ice clusters on the 
other side of the basin too, but not enough work has been done yet to make them apparent. 

Almost all the ice is sea ice. Icebergs are rare in the central polar basin, but they have been 
sighted from time to time. It has been assumed that they originate chiefly in Zemlya Frantsa
Iosifa and Severnaya Zemlya. "Ice islands", a particular sort of tabular iceberg, are found, and 
seem mostly to have broken from the ice shelf on the north coast of Ellesmere Island. At least four 
have been seen in the central polar basin, and two have been used as the site of drifting stations. 
The capacity of ice islands for catching the eye of aviators has led to their position being plotted 
even when no party was established on them, and they have therefore been useful indicators of 
ice drift. 

Recent work by Worthington 2 has improved our knowledge of the currents of the central polar 
basin (see Fig. 3, p. 109). On the basis of dynamic computations of water samples at stations he 
occupied, he has shown the existence of an anticyclonic eddy north of Alaska, in addition to 
Nansen's cyclonic system. There is undoubtedly evidence to go well beyond these conclusions 
now; this has been collected by the Russian drifting stations and has not yet been published, 
although it is now being worked up. 

More remarkable has been the advance in knowledge of the submarine relief. The soundings 
of the Russian drifting stations and high latitude air expeditions have done much to fill in the 
almost total blank existing before 1948 (see Fig. 4, p. 109). The main feature discovered was the 
Lomonosov ridge, running from Ellesmere Island to Novosibirskiye Ostrova (as indeed predicted 
by Worthington). Knowledge that the central polar basin is divided into an Atlantic and a Pacific 
sector cannot but increase understanding of the behaviour of the ice. The terms "Atlantic sector" 
and "Pacific sector" are used advisedly; a tendency among Russians and Americans to speak of 
" east" and "west" in this connexion is to be discouraged, since "east" to a Russian is "west" to 
an American. 

MOVEMENT 

The general system of ice drift in the central polar basin is of course controlled by the system 
of currents of which we have already spoken. Thus the latest Russian map of ice drift (Fig. 5, 
p . 109), which takes account of much of the recent Russian work, is very similar to Worthington's 
map of currents. It must be emphasized however that other factors play a large part, and that 
many exceptions to the general rule are already apparent. I will come to these shortly. There is 
likely to be a link between the surface currents and the Lomonosov ridge; indeed, it would seem 
at first glance that the "closed circulation" of the Pacific sector is a direct result of it. But on the 
other hand SP-3, SP- 4 and SP-5 have drifted right across the ridge (see Fig. 1). SP-4 has been 
particularly interesting, since it appeared for nearly the first two years of drift to be following the 
"closed circulation". But in the spring and summer of 1956 it gathered speed and crossed over the 
ridge in the direction of the Greenland Sea. It was no doubt in order to find out more about the 
"closed circulation" that a proposal was made last spring to put the new station SP-6 on the spot 
at which SP-2 was evacuated. Unfortunately this did not prove possible, but something like this 
must be done if the limits of the eddy are to be clarified. 

More has been learnt about the speed of drift in the two circulations. Ice in the Atlantic sector 
is carried from the Laptev and Kara Seas to the Greenland current in two to three years. This is 
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notably faster than in Nansen's time; the Sedov drifted roughly twice as fast as the Fram. In the 
Pacific sector, on the other hand, the drift is slower. SP-2 averaged 1'7 km. a day, measured along 
a straight line between the starting and finishing points of the year's drift, compared to the Fram's 
2 km. a day. Ice commonly remains in the "closed circulation" for about seven years. It is here 
that the oldest and thickest pack ice in the Arctic Ocean is to be found. This is of course because 
this circulation is not connected with the only sizeable exit for polar basin ice, the Greenland 
current. Only a small amount of ice melts in the polar basin, or drifts into the fringing seas. 

Superimposed on the general system of ice drift induced by ocean currents is that caused 
directly by local winds. In the short term winds have much the greater effect, as a glance at the 
course of any of the drifting stations shows. The central polar basin provides an excellent labora
tory for investigating the relation between wind and ice drift, because the distorting effect of coast 
and shoals is minimized. N ansen's principles, that ice on average moves at 1/ 50th of the speed of 
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Fig. 2. Ice clusters and shipping routes north of Eurasia (after Karelin and othersl ) 

the wind and inclines 30 degrees to the right of the wind direction, were both learnt and confirmed 
here. Zubov 4 added the further principles that close pack ice in ocean areas remote from land 
drifts along the isobars (with the high pressure to the right in the northern hemisphere); and at a 
speed proportional to the pressure gradient. The first year's drift of SP- 3 and SP- 4 appear to 
confirm this well (see Fig. 6, p. 109) (Zubov 5)-although it must be added that the scarcity of 
pressure data in the central polar basin can often make it easy to draw isobars wherever convenient. 
Zubov 5 has gone on to elaborate the modifications to the hypothesis to make it valid for icebergs. 
Gordiyenko (quoted by Zubov S) has shown how the wind coefficient-Nansen gave an average 
figure of 1/ 50th, or 0'02-varies for ice of varying concentration and varying unevenness of surface, 
as the following table shows: 
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Concentration 
( 10-ball scale) 5 9 

H ummockiness 
(IO-ball scale) 

I 0'009 0'005 0 '0025 
5 0'°45 0'029 0'01 3 
9 0'081 0'°52 0 '0245 

T hus a heavily hummocked isolated floe will move at nearly 1/ 12th of the wind speed, while 
closely packed level ice will move at 1!4ooth of the wind speed. The isobaric drift hypothesis still 
requires elaboration and refinement, undoubtedly, but there is sufficient confirmation to show that 
there is much truth in it. 

THICKNESS AND STRUCTURE 

Particular attention has been paid to the manner and rate of growth and decay. Zubov s, 6 has 
produced formulae expressing growth in terms of degree-days of frost, and maximum thickness 
in terms of degree-days of frost and extent of summer thawing. The idea behind the second one is 
that the extent of winter growth diminishes year by year as the ice gets thicker, and there comes a 
point at which winter increase is balanced by summer loss. The Russian drifting stations have 
provided more confirmation of this. The floe which had been occupied by SP-2 in 1950-51 was 
rediscovered in 1954 at lat. 75 0 40' N., long. 1760 ° 5' W., which is close to the point at which it had 
been first occupied. It had evidently described a circle. The thickness of the floe however was 
almost exactly the same as it had been three years before- 3 m. (Petrov 7). Americans on T-3 
found the same absence of change when they rediscovered in 1955 a floe measured in 1952 (Crary 8). 
In general, thickness tends to increase with latitude, since the number of degree-days normally 
increases and the summer melting period decreases. But many exceptions to this tendency have 
been found . 

The same rediscovered camp site also provided confirmation of the supposed manner of 
growth: that the winter's increase is added to the bottom of the floe, while the summer's loss is 
taken from the top. The tents and other objects were found standing on pillars of ice (prevented 
by their presence from melting) 1·6 to 1'7 m. high (see Fig. 7, p. 103). The annual loss was thus 
about 55 cm. (Petrov7) . The tendency of the tents to rise in the course of one summer had in 
fact been noted by the expedition (Yakovlev 9), but this was more convincing proof. 

Little has yet been published of the investigation of the structure of polar ice. There has been 
a detailed study of changes of surface topography caused by differential melting of ice of different 
age (Yakovlev 10); and there has been some American and considerably more Russian work on 
temperature regime (Yakovlev U ). But perhaps the most interesting contribution is Shumskiy's 
explanation 12 of the stratification of a 3 m. vertical section he took at SP-3 in July 1954, when the 
station was within about 100 miles (160 km.) of the North Pole. Thirteen major layers were 
distinguished, with finer stratification within them. In Fig. 8 (p . 109) the top four layers (1-4) are 
called "infiltration ice" (Shumskiy's term indicating ice formed by a particular process of firnifica
tion), and are similar in texture to ice near the surface of arctic glaciers. They represent accumula
tion over the four preceding winters (1950-5 I to 1953-54). The stratification is somewhat confused 
here, due to the distortion produced by melting and melt water. The rest of the section is sea ice 
(easily distinguishable by its different crystal structure), but the upper half of it has lost much of 
its salt. The bottom layers (9-13) are therefore taken to be the annual growth corresponding to the 
years of accumulation. Thus the middle of the section (5-8) is the oldest part of the floe, being 
formed sometime before 1950. Shumskiy puts the age of the floe at 6-7 years, basing this on the 
period necessary for the ice to freshen to the extent found in these middle layers. The age could 
be considerably greater if that part of the floe happened to be the wreckage of an older floe . It 

!follows from the presence of the top four layers of "in~ltration ice" that the snow line was at sea 
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level at this point in the central polar basin, and had been for four years. There has been con
flicting evidence on this from other parts of the central polar area, so that we must not generalize 
from it. This investigation, like a number of others, is only the beginning of a serious attempt to 
tackle a very large problem, and must serve mainly to emphasize how much remains to be done. 
Work of a more or less routine nature, like this, must be done at a great many points before valid 
generalizations can be made. 

FUTURE PLANS 

There is a likelihood that the near future will see a substantial amount of such work done. The 
stimulus of the International Geophysical Year is prompting the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. to 
continue investigations. There are to be two Russian drifting stations-the existing SP-6 in the 
region north of Ostrov Vrangelya and a new one, SP-7, which is to follow the course of SP-3 
across the Pole-and one American. Both countries are also likely to deposit automatic weather 
stations at selected points on the ice (thus obtaining data on the course of drift). The Russian annual 
high latitude air expeditions are certain also to continue, since they perform the annual relief and 
re-supply of the drifting stations. There will probably be increased American air reconnaissance 
of the ice, and possibly Canadian interest will extend into this area. A plan for Russian-American 
co-operation in organizing alternate flights across the central polar basin between Alaska and 
Murmansk was put forward by the Russians at the I.G.Y. Arctic Conference at Stockholm in 
May I956, but has not been officially approved by them. All this should lead to more competent 
observers having a look at sea ice. But since there are no specific sea ice studies included in the 
I.G.Y. programme, there is not likely to be international co-ordination. The best promise of 
systematically planned work is from the Russians, both because of their experience and because of 
the scale of their operations. The all-important question is that of availability of the results. There 
has been a marked improvement recently of this, with the full results of SP-2 (three volumes) 
published in I955-56, and a number of papers on particular aspects of the later drifts brought out 
over the last two years. It is to be hoped that the stimulus of the I.G.Y. and the general interest 
in the work of the drifting stations will secure prompt publication and free availability for the 
observations. 
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Fig. I . Drifting parties in the central polar basin, I879-I955 

--manned ships or drifting stations 
- - - - sites of drifting stations when not manned, from air observation. (]oo miles = 483 km.) 
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